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Abstract: We present a case study describing the formal specification and verification of the Chilean
electronic invoice system, which has been defined by the Chilean taxes administration. The system
is described by graphical specifications consisting of labelled transition systems, composed using
synchronisation networks. Both, transition systems and networks, are parameterized. We use verifi-
cation tools based on Process Algebra theories to check the requirements on those graphical speci-
fications. We introduce a method and a tool to obtain finite systems from these parameterized ones
by fixing the parameters domains, so we can use standard tools for verifying properties in finite sys-
tems. We also analyse different methods to avoid the state explosion problem by taking advantage
of the parameterized structure and instantiations.
Key-words: formal specification, program properties, verification, model-checking, process alge-
bra, components, minimisation
Formalisation et preuves
du système de
factures électroniques au Chili
Résumé : Nous présentons un cas d’étude de spécification formelle et de vérification : le système
de facturation électronique défini récemment par l’administration chilienne des taxes. Nous décri-
vons ce système à l’aide d’une spécification graphique, constituée par des systèmes de transitions
étiquettés, composés au moyen de réseaux de synchronisation. Les systèmes de transitions et les
réseaux de synchronisation sont paramétrés. Nous utilisons des outils basés sur la théorie des Al-
gèbres de Processus pour vérifier les propriétés de ces spécifications graphiques. Nous définissons
une méthode et un outil permettant d’obtenir des systèmes finis à partir de ces systèmes paramétrés,
en fixant le domaine des paramètres, de manière à pouvoir utiliser des outils standard de vérification
de modèle pour la vérification des propriétés. Nous analysons différentes méthodes pour limiter le
phénomène d’explosion de l’espace d’états, en prenant en compte la structure paramétrée du système
et des instanciations des paramètres.
Mots-clés : spécification formelle, propriétés de programme, modélisation, vérification, vérification
de modèle, algèbre de processus, composants, minimisation
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1 Introduction
This report presents a case study in formal specification and verification. It is inspired by the re-
cent definition by the Chilean tax administration of a new system for the exchange of electronic
documents between sales actors (vendors, buyers, and the tax administration). This system will pro-
gressively replace the current classical invoice system on paper. It is an example of a massively dis-
tributed application, with strong constraints on security (authentication, integrity, non-repudiation),
and a number of exchange protocols between the actors, that we shall detail later.
The definition of the system started in December 2000 inside the tax agency (SII) by the cre-
ation of a study team. In August 2002 the initial specs were defined and 8 companies (taxpayers)
were invited to participate in a first prototype. In January 2003, all these enterprises were emitting
fictitious electronic invoices for testing. From April 24th, 2003, the electronic invoices emitted by
these enterprises are recognised as valid legal invoices. On September 2nd 2003, the system has been
opened to any enterprise who would like to use electronic invoices.
However, the tax administration is only defining a specification of the application components
that must be run by each actor (e.g. a vendor), and not a formally certified implementation of
these components. There is a certification process that the new enterprises should accomplish to be
incorporated. This certification process includes testing, simulation and checking steps.
Thus, the question arises whether specific implementations of the system parts, eventually devel-
oped by different companies, obey their specifications and behave correctly inside the whole system.
In this work, we address this question at a design level, by developing a formal behavioural
specification of the invoice system. Then we select a small number of requirements from those
published by the SII, and use model-checkers to prove that they are satisfied by our specification.
We are interested here in the safety properties of this distributed system (the sequences of com-
munication events within the system, and the progress of the protocols between the actors), and we
suppose that the security aspects are addressed at a different level. We specifically want to address
two questions: how do we specify formally the behaviour of a component of the system, so that
an implementation can be compared to this specification ? And how do we verify that the global
system, composed from a given number of those parts, behave correctly.
There exist nowadays a number of software environments, or middlewares, for facilitating the
development of applications distributed over networks. These tools can be used in a variety of
contexts, ranging from multiprocessors or clusters of machines, via local or wide area networks, to
pervasive and mobile computing. Each of these application fields have specific requirements. There-
fore methods and tools to specify their behaviours (requirements) and to check these specifications
against their implementations are necessary. These methods should be formal enough to be used
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by the tools, but simple enough to be used by non-specialists. They also should be as automatic as
possible, hiding the complexity in their logics and algorithms.
We propose a pragmatic approach based on graphical specifications for communicating and syn-
chronised distributed objects, in which both events (messages) and agents (distributed objects) can
be parameterized. Our example gives us a realistic case study; its structure is small enough to be pre-
sented in length in this report, but complex enough to show interesting analysis questions. We give a
formal abstract specification of the full system, in terms of a hierarchy of communicating transition
systems (the vendor subsystem, for example, is itself composed of 11 smaller components, organ-
ised in 4 hierarchical levels). Further we show how to compute a global transition system, limiting
as much as possible the state space explosion, and prove some correctness properties at the level of
the specification.
Our specification framework is based on process algebra theories [Mil89, BPS01], and we use
classical software tools, in particular action-based model-checkers [Mad92, ARBR94, GLM02],
to automatically prove behavioural properties. In the area of process algebras, there have been
numerous developments to integrate value-passing features into the original "pure" calculi; this was
indeed strongly required both for theoretical reasons (study of expressiveness of proof systems) and
for practical goals (realistic specification formalisms, semantics of languages). We mention the
seminal article on value-passing CCS [Hen91], that started the work on symbolic proof systems and
bisimulations; the µCRL process algebra [GP94]; and the specification language LOTOS [ISO98].
Our goals here are somewhat different. We are seeking a compromise between expressiveness of a
specification language, intuitiveness of the graphical version of the language (best supported by a
notion of communicating and synchronised components), and the possibility to submit the models
to automatic analysis through classical (finite-state) model-checkers or equivalence checkers.
Our model, defined in [MBB04], is an adaptation of the symbolic transition graphs with assign-
ment of [Lin96] and of the synchronisation networks of [Arn94]: we extend the general notion of
labelled transition systems (LTS) and hierarchical networks of communicating systems (synchroni-
sation networks) to add parameters to the communication events. This communication events can be
guarded with conditions on their parameters. Our agents can also be parameterized to encode sets
of equivalent agents running in parallel. The parameters are typed variables of simple enumerable
types: booleans, integers, intervals, finite enumerations or structured objects. Our model is suitable
both for compositional description of distributed system behaviours and for models resulting from
static analysis of source code. Our team is already working on model generation from static anal-
ysis of the source code for PA [CKV98] applications. PA is a Java implementation
of distributed active objects with asynchronous communications and replies by means of future ref-
erences, developed in our team, in the context of the ObjectWeb consortium [Obj]. We have first
developed a behavioural semantics for PA [BM03], and an algorithm based on the method
call graph of the application, that builds a network of finite transition systems, from abstractions
of the application source having only finite data domains. Then we have extended this approach in
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[MBB04], working now with countable abstractions of the data domains; the new semantics builds
parameterized networks of parameterized labelled transition systems.
We have developed a tool which, given a finite domain for the parameters, can generate finite
labelled transition systems and synchronisation networks from the parameterized models.
The main contributions of this work are:
• The definition of parameterized Labelled Transition Systems (pLTS) and Networks (pNets)
which enables us to have a finite definition of an infinite system. We also provide a graphical
syntax to represent those parameterized systems.
• The development of a tool to get finite instantiations from the pLTS and pNets by bounding
their parameter domains.
• The proposal of methods to avoid the state explosion problem by hierarchical composition,
hiding and grouping by variables.
• The validity of our approach on a realistic case study (The Chilean electronic invoice system),
in terms of a full graphical specification of the system, and the verification of a small set of
properties.
In the next section we give an informal presentation of the electronic tax system, as specified
by the Chilean administration in September 2002 and we list the informal requirements that we
shall verify on our specification. In section 3, we give the main definitions of our model, taken
from [MBB04], and of its graphical language. Section 4 introduces the tools and methodology to
verifying properties. Section 5 gives the full specification of the Chilean electronic invoices system
in the form of parameterized labelled transition systems and synchronisation networks. In section 6
we explain how to formalise the requirements, how we construct the proofs for those requirements,
and the results obtained on our specification. Section 7 explains how to derive finite instantiations
and introduces methods to limit as much as possible the state explosion problem. Finally section 8
introduce some related work and section 9 discusses conclusions and perspectives of this work.
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2 Electronic invoices in Chile
In this section, we informally describe the electronic invoice system recently realized in Chile, which
official, though informal, specification was published in September 2002. For a detailed explanation,
please look at [DTE].
2.1 System description
The Chilean law requires any commercial transaction done in Chile to be supported by a legal doc-
ument previously authorised by the tax agency (Servicio de Impuestos Internos, from now on SII).
There are several types of documents depending on the transaction such as the invoice for sales, or
the forms for the transportation of goods. For a specific taxpayer and document type, each emitted
document is assigned a unique number named id. Before emitting a document, it must be authorised
by SII: this is done through an authorisation stamp specific to a set of documents, a document type
and a taxpayer. The taxpayer obtains authorisation stamps via the SII Web site. We call the emitter
of an invoice a “vendor” and its receptor a “buyer”, even if those may be simply two different roles
of the same taxpayer.
Every generated document must be sent to SII before sending it to the buyer and before the
transport of goods (if relevant). All documents must include a digital seal, generated from the
document data and the authorisation stamp.
SII has created a Web site where the buyer can verify if an invoice has been authorised and verify
whether the emitter has sent the same invoice to SII than the buyer has received.
SII
Vendor
Buyer
1. folios
authorisation?
4. invoice
3. purchase
5. invoice
6. accept
2. folio seals
7. verify
Figure 1: Normal Scenario
INRIA
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The most common scenario is shown in Figure 1. In step 1 the vendor asks for authorisation
stamps. SII responds with a stamp set (step 2). Once a buyer has made a purchase (step 3), the
vendor generates an invoice, sends it first to SII (step 4), then sends it to the buyer (step 5). In this
scenario, the buyer will accept the invoice (step 6) and later it will verify the validity of the invoice
with SII (step 7).
An electronic invoice is well emitted if it respects the format specifications defined by SII; if this
is not the case, SII will refuse it and the invoice will be considered as never emitted. On the buyer’s
side, if the transaction has never been realized or if there are errors in the invoice information, the
buyer may refuse the invoice and consider it as never received. Then it is the duty of the emitter to
send a cancellation of the invoice to SII.
2.2 System properties
Some of the behavioural properties that the system should respect are listed below. We have extracted
those from the informal requirements in [DTE], where they appear either explicitly or implicitly.
1. A taxpayer cannot emit invoices if it has not received stamps from SII. More specifically, a
taxpayer can emit as many invoices as the quantity of stamps received from SII.
2. SII gives the right answers to the invoice status request: not present when it has not been sent
to SII, present when it has been sent, and cancelled when it has been cancelled by the vendor.
3. Every invoice refused by a buyer must be cancelled by the vendor.
4. An invoice id can be used only once.
5. It is not possible to cancel an invoice which has not been emitted before.
6. Every invoice sent to a buyer, should be sent to SII first.
7. Every emitted invoice finishes being either accepted by the buyer or cancelled in SII.
These properties are formalised and verified in section 4
RR n° 5217
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3 Definitions
In this section we introduce the theoretical model that supports our approach. Our systems are
distributed, communicating, asynchronous processes organised in hierarchical synchronisation net-
works.
We first define finite LTSs and Nets. For a hierarchy of Nets (with LTSs at the leaves), the
semantics is given by a synchronisation product, that allows to compute the global LTS for the
system. Then we give the definition of the parameterized LTSs and Nets. Those have no direct
synchronisation product : their semantics is obtained by instantiations to finite structures.
We start with an unspecified set of communications Actions Act, that will be refined later.
We model the behaviour of a process as a Labelled Transition System (LTS) in a classical way
[Mil89]. The LTS transitions encode the actions that a process can perform in a given state.
Definition 1 LTS. A labelled transition system is a tuple LTS = (S , s0, L,→) where S is the set
of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, L ⊆ Act is the set of labels, → is the set of transitions :
→ ⊆ S × L × S . We write s α−→ s′ for (s, α, s′) ∈ →.
Then we define Nets in a form inspired by [Arn94], that are used to synchronise a finite number
of processes. A Net is a form of generalised parallel operator, and each of its arguments are typed
by a Sort that is the set of its possible observable actions.
Definition 2 Sort. A Sort is a set I ⊆ Act of actions.
A LTS (S , s0, L,→) can be used as an argument in a Net if it agrees with the corresponding Sort
(L ⊆ Ii). Then a Sort characterises a family of LTSs which satisfy this inclusion condition.
Nets describe dynamic configurations of processes, in which the possible synchronisations change
with the state of the Net. They are Transducers (operators, or transformers, on transition systems),
in a sense similar to the open Lotos expressions of [Lak96]. They are encoded as LTSs which labels
are synchronisation vectors, each describing one particular synchronisation of the process actions:
Definition 3 Net. A Net is a tuple < AG, I, T > where AG is a set of global actions, I is a finite set of
Sorts I = {Ii}i=1,...,n, and T (the transducer) is a LTS T = (TT , s0t , LT ,→T ), such that ∀−→v ∈ LT ,−→v =<
lt, α1, . . . , αn > where lt ∈ AG and ∀i ∈ [1, n], αi ∈ Ii ∪ {idle}.
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We say that a Net is static when its transducer vector contains only one state. Note that a syn-
chronisation vector can define a synchronisation between one, two or more actions from different
arguments of the Net. When the synchronisation vector involves only one argument, its action can
occur freely.
The semantics of the Net construct is given by the synchronisation product:
Definition 4 Synchronisation Product. Given a set of LTS {LTSi = (S i, s0i , Li,→i)}i=1...n and a
Net < AG, {Ii}i=1...n, (S T , s0T , LT ,→T ) >, such that ∀i ∈ [1, n], Li ⊆ Ii, we construct the product LTS
(S , s0, L, →) where S = S T ×ni=1(S i), s0 = s0T ×
n
i=1(s0i ), L = AG, and the transition relation
is defined as:
→, {s
lt
−→ s′| s =< st, s1, . . . , sn >, s
′ =< s′t , s
′
1, . . . , s
′
n >,
∃ st
−→v
−→ s′t ∈→T ,
−→v =< lt, α1, . . . , αn >, ∀i ∈ [1, n], (αi , idle∧ si αi−→ s′i ∈→i)∨ (αi = idle∧ si = s′i )
Note that the result of the product is a LTS, which in turn can be synchronised with other LTSs
in a Net. This property enables us to have different levels of synchronisations, i.e. a hierarchical
definition for a system.
Next, we introduce our parameterized systems which are an extension from the above definitions
to include parameters. These definitions are connected to the semantics of Symbolic Transition
Graph with Assignment (STGA) [Lin96].
Parameterized Actions have a rich structure, for they take care of value passing in the commu-
nication actions, of assignment of state variables, and of process parameters. In order to be able
to define variable instantiation as an abstraction of the data domains (in the style of [CR94]), we
restrict these domains to be simple types, namely: booleans, countable sets, integers or intervals
over integers and finite structured objects. This should also include arrays of simple types, but this
is not part of this paper.
Definition 5 Parameterized Actions are: τ the non-observable action, P∇o} encoding an observ-
able local sequential program (with assignment of variables), ?P.m(x) encoding the reception of a
call to the method m from the process P (x will be affected by the arguments of the call) and !P.m(e)
encoding a call to the method m of a remote process P with arguments e.
A parameterized LTS is a LTS with parameterized actions, with a set of parameters (defining a
family of similar LTSs) and variables attached to each state. Parameters and variables have a simple
type. Additionally, the transitions can be guarded and have a resulting expression which assigns the
variables associated to the arriving state:
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Definition 6 pLTS. A parameterized labelled transition system is a tuple pLTS = (K, S , s0, L,→)
where:
K = {ki} is a finite set of parameters,
S is the set of states, and each state s ∈ S is associated with a finite set of variables −→vs,
s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
L = (b, α(−→x ),−→e ) is the set of labels (parameterized actions), where b is a boolean expression,
α(−→x ) is a parameterized action, and −→e is a finite set of expressions.
→ ⊆ S × L × S is the set of transitions:
Definition 7 Parameterized Sort. A Parameterized Sort is a set pI of parameterized actions.
Definition 8 A pNet is a tuple < pAG,H, T > where : pAG is the set of global parameterized
actions, H = {pIi,Ki}i=1..n is a finite set of holes (arguments). The transducer T is a pLTS T =
(KG, S T , s0T , LT ,→T ), such that ∀−→v ∈ LT ,−→v =< lt, αk11 , . . . , αknn > where lt ∈ pAG , αi ∈ pIi ∪ {idle}
and ki ∈ Ki.
The KG of the transducer is the set of global parameters of the pNet. Each hole in the pNet has a
sort constraint pIi and a parameter set Ki, expressing that this "parameterized hole" corresponds to
as many actual arguments as necessary in a given instantiation. In a synchronisation vector −→v =<
lt, αk11 , . . . , α
kn
n >, each αkii corresponds to the αi action of the ki-nth corresponding argument LTS.
In the framework of this report, we do not want to give a more precise definition of the lan-
guage of parameterized actions, and we shall not try to give a direct definition of the synchronisation
product of pNets/pLTSs. Instead, we shall instantiate separately a pNet and its argument pLTSs (ab-
stracting the domains of their parameters and variables to finite domains, before instantiating for all
possible values of those abstract domains), then use the non-parameterized synchronisation product
(Definition 4). This is known as the early approach to value-passing systems [Mil89, MPW92].
3.1 Graphical Language
We provide a graphical syntax for representing static Parameterized Networks, that is a compromise
between expressiveness and user-friendliness. We use a graphical syntax similar to the Autograph
editor [BRRdS94], augmented by elements for parameters and variables : a pLTS is drawn as a set of
INRIA
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circles representing states and edges representing transitions, where the states are labelled with the
set of variables associated with it (−→vs) and the edges are labelled by [b] α(−→x ) → −→e (see Definition
6).
An static pNet is represented by a set of boxes, each one encoding a particular Sort of the pNet.
These boxes can be filled with a pLTS satisfying the Sort inclusion condition. Each box has a
finite number of ports on its border, represented as labelled bullets, each one encoding a particular
parameterized action of the Sort.
Q get(c)
R get(c)
c : [1,maxCons]
p : [1,maxProd]
Consumerc()
?B.R get()
!B.Q get()
!B.Q get()
?B.R get()
?C : Consumer[c].Q get() !C[c].R get()
Buffer(Max : int)
?P.Q put(x)→ N + x
[0 < x ≤Max−N ]
[N > 0]?C[c].Q get(); !C[c].R get()
→ N − 1
Producerp()
!B.Q put(x : int)
!B.Q put(x)
N
Q put(p, x)
0
N : [0,Max]
?P : Producer.Q put(x : int)
Figure 2: Parameterized consumer-producer system
Figure 2 shows an example of such a parameterized system. It is composed of a single buffer
and a bounded quantity of consumers (maxCons) and producers (maxProd). Each producer feeds
the buffer with a quantity (x) of elements at once. Each consumer requests a single element from the
buffer (!B.Q_get()) and waits for the response (?B.R_get()).
Figure 2 also introduces the notation to encode sets of processes; for example, Consumerc()
encodes the set of Consumer() processes for each value in the domain of c. Therefore, each element
in the domain of c is related (identifies) to an individual process of the set. Each process knows its
own identity.
RR n° 5217
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The edges between ports in Figure 2 are called links. Links express synchronisation between
internal boxes or to external processes. They also can be between ports of different instantiation of
the same box. Each link encodes a transition in the Transducer LTS of the pNet.
When the initial state is parameterized with an expression, it can be indicated which evaluation
of the expression (for which value of the variables) is to be considered as the initial state. In Figure
2 the initial state is defined as the state where N = 0.
The various elements of the graphical language described here are naturally translated into pLTSs
and pNets. A drawing in our language may contain an arbitrary composition of pNets and pLTSs. A
single pNet would have an outside box, its ports representing the global actions, and containing as
one box inside for each hole in the pNet, with inner ports defining the sort of each hole. Each link
encodes a synchronisation vector. All pNets drawn in this report are static: their transducers have
only one state. If we had to represent dynamic pNets, we would have to add the transducer LTS in
the drawing of the Net.
An instantiation of the system described in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 for better understanding.
This instantiation is done when considering 2 consumers, 2 producers and a buffer capacity of 3.
INRIA
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Consumer[1]
?B.R get()!B.Q get()
?B.R get()
!B.Q get()
Consumer[2]
?B.R get()
!B.Q get()
?B.R get()
!B.Q get()
!B.Q put(1)
!B.Q put(2)
!B.Q put(3)
!B.Q put(1)
!B.Q put(2)
!B.Q put(3)
Producer[1]
!B.Q put(1)
!B.Q put(2)
!B.Q put(3)
!B.Q put(1)
!B.Q put(2)
!B.Q put(3)
Producer[2]
Q get(1) R get(1)
R get(2)
?P.Q put(1)
?P.Q put(3)
?P.Q put(2)
3
2
0
1
?P.Q put(1)
a∗
?P.Q put(2)
b∗
b∗a
∗
b∗a∗
?P.Q put(1)
!C[1].R get()?C[1].Q get()
?P.Q put(1)
!C[2].R get()
?C[2].Q get()
?P.Q put(3)
?P.Q put(2)
a∗ =?C[1].Q get(); !C[1].R get()
b∗ =?C[2].Q get(); !C[2].R get()
Buffer
Q get(2)
Q put(2, 2)
Q put(2, 1)
Q put(1, 1)
Q put(1, 2)
Q put(1, 3)
Q put(2, 3)
Figure 3: Parameterized consumer-producer system
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4 Verification methodology
The checking tools we use allow for checking properties in a very expressive logics: the regular
µ-calculus [MS00], and in a number of more classical temporal logics that translate into this one.
However, writing properties directly in a temporal logic language is difficult and error-prone, and
we prefer, whenever this is possible, to express the properties as automata, written in a variant of our
graphical language.
More precisely, reachability properties, expressing scenarios that are desirable or not, are speci-
fied by abstraction automata, a form of pLTSs with terminal states in which labels are predicates over
parameterized actions. This is clearly simpler, for non-specialists, than having different formalisms
for models and for properties. Alas this is not enough, and there are properties that cannot be checked
this way, typically fairness or inevitability properties. For those we use directly a temporal logics,
being either µ-calculus or a variant of a higher-level action-based logic, like ACTL [DNV].
Let us give two simple properties to demonstrate those two approaches, that should hold on the
system introduced in section 3.1 (Figure 2):
1. No consumer can get any element from the buffer before it is fed (reachability property).
2. Once a consumer has requested an element to the buffer, it will eventually obtain it (inevitabil-
ity property).
4.0.1 Reachability properties
The use of abstraction automata for expressing and verifying reachability properties was advocated
in the framework of the FC2Tools [BRRdS94]. They are labelled transition systems with logical
predicates in their labels, and with acceptance states. Each acceptance state defines one abstract
action, representing a set of traces (a regular language) from the actions of the model we want to
check.
From the original (concrete) system and the abstraction automaton (expressing the property),
FC2tools builds a product LTS, whose actions are the labels in the acceptance states of the abstrac-
tion automaton encoding the property. If an action is present in the product LTS, then one of the
corresponding concrete sequence is possible in the concrete system. The presence of an abstract
action in the product system naturally proves the satisfiability of the corresponding formula, while
its absence proves the negation of this formula.
Property 1 is a (negative) reachability property since it describes a non desirable scenario.
INRIA
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This property is expressed as the abstraction automaton in Figure 4, after instantiated with two
consumers ({c1,c2}), two producers ({p1,p2}) and a buffer capacity of 3. In Figure 4 we use the
∨
operator just as a shortcut to expresses or-exclusive actions. The otherwise action means any
other action different from the actions in the outgoing edges of the same state. In addition, Figure 4
express the property that once the buffer fed, a consumer will be able to get an element (OK state).
OK
otherwise
Wrong
R get(c1) + R get(c2)
otherwise
R get(c1) + R get(c2)
∨
3
i=1
(Q put(p1, i) + Q put(p2, i))
Figure 4: Property: can not get elements from the
buffer before feeding it
OK OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Wrong
Wrong
Figure 5: Property verifica-
tion result
In Figure 5 is shown the LTS (minimised by weak bisimulation) resulting from the verification
of Property 1 in the instantiated (finite) system. In the LTS, the action OK is possible from the initial
state, which means that the paths from the initial state to the OK acceptance state in the abstraction
automaton (see Figure 19) are possible from the initial state in the instantiated system. Then we
have proved that is it possible to get an element from the buffer once the buffer has been fed. On
the contrary, since there are no Wrong actions possible in the initial state in the result, we conclude
that the path from the initial state to the state labelled as Wrong in the abstraction automaton is not
possible from the initial state of the instantiated system. The accurate reading of the Wrong actions
occurring in Figure 19 is: a non-desired behaviour can happen if, in the system, we start from a state
different that the initial one. Since we want to verify the property in the initial state, we have proved
that is not possible to get an element from the buffer if it has not been fed before.
4.0.2 µ-calculus formulas
The abstract automaton method of the FC2Tools is only usable for reachability properties. For other
kinds of formulas, including fairness and inevitability properties, we use the E tool from
the CADP tool-set [GLM02]. E performs an on-the-fly verification of properties expressed
as temporal logic formulas on a given Labelled Transition System (LTS). The temporal logic it used
is called regular alternation-free µ-calculus. E also includes preprocessors that translate
formulas from various temporal logic languages into regular alternation-free µ-calculus, including
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the action-based version of CTL, called ACTL [DNV]. We express our desired properties in ACTL
and we use E to verify the formula. The result of this verification is a true or false answer,
and a diagnostics.
Property 2 is an inevitability property since it requests a scenario that must happen in finite time,
in all possible futures, under a condition. We reformulate it in a more precise way, first in english :
If a consumer requests an element from the buffer, it will eventually obtain it.
We express this property using the following ACTL formula:
AG(Q_get(c1)⇒ AF R_get(c1))
This formula was successfully proved to be true in the consumer-producer system.
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5 Formalisation
We have used this graphical language to build pLTSs and pNets for the formal specification of
the Chilean invoices system. The goal in this work is not to describe all aspects of the system
specification. We rather concentrate on the behaviour of the system, the communications between
the distributed processes and their temporal properties.
• We assume that the communication channels are reliable.
• Security aspects (authentication, integrity) and document format verification are supposed to
be treated elsewhere. All the processes in the system are trusted.
• We simplify the data part of the system. In our abstraction, there are only two types of docu-
ments, invoices and cancellations and only two types of authorisation stamps, one for invoices
and another for cancellations. The only specific value to be considered for a document is its
identification number (id).
5.1 The Vendor system
Figure 6 shows the network that defines the (parameterized) behaviour of the Vendor. It has two pairs
of Stock and Id processes: one pair for invoices and the other for cancellations. The Stock process
manipulates a stock of stamps. It provides stamps for the generation of documents and requests
new stamps from SII. The Id process assigns a unique sequential number to each new document
(once a stamp has been provided by the Stock process). There is one single BV process (Base
Vendor) that initiates new purchases. The purchase process (PP) takes care of the main life’s cycle
of a purchase. It is parameterized with the variable pcrs, which encodes the number of purchases
that can be treated simultaneously (Section 3.1 explains the notation Pn for processes). There is a
cancellation process (CI) for each invoice id (which can possibly be cancelled). The PP process
sends requests to the Id invoices process for new invoices ids while the CI process does so with the
Id cancellations process. Note that in the action !SII.sendCancellation(inv), the process identifier of
CI (inv) becomes a value-passing variable for the external observer.
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?SII.getNewStamps(x : int)
?SII.getNewCancelStamps(x : int)!SII.reqNewCancelStamps()
Vendor(maxIdInv,maxIdCancel,
pcrs,buyerSet)
maxStockInvoice, maxStockCancel,
?Id.stamp()
Stock(“invoices′′,maxStockInvoice)
Id(“invoices′′,pcrs,maxIdInv)
?PP [Pn].reqNewId()
!PP [Pn].giveNewId(id : [1,maxIdInv])
!Stock.stamp()
!SII.reqNewStamps()
?getNewStamps(x)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
?PP [Pn].cancelSii()
!Id.reqNewId()
?Id.giveNewId(cancelId)
?SII.okCancellation()
CIinv()
?Id.giveNewId(id)
!Id.reqNewId()
!SII.send(id)
PPPn(buyerSet)
?BV.emit(b)
?SII.ok(id)
!SII.send(id)
?SII.ok(id)
?SII.okCancellation(inv)
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
!Stock.stamp()
τ
τ
BV(pcrs,buyerSet)
!PP [Pn].emit(b : buyerSet)
!AI[id].cancelSii()
Pn : [1, pcrs]
inv : [1,maxIdInv]
?Buyer[b].refuse(id)
?Buyer[b].accept(id)
!Buyer[b].send(id)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
?Id.stamp()
Stock(“cancellations′′,maxStockCancel)
?SII.getNewStamps(x)
!Buyer[b].send(id)
?Buyer[b].accept(id)
?Buyer[b].refuse(id)
Id(“cancellations′′,maxIdInv,maxIdCancel)
!AI[inv].giveNewId(cancelId : [1,maxIdCancel])
!SII.sendCancellation(inv)
!SII.sendCancellation()?AI[inv].reqNewId()
Figure 6: The Vendor system
5.1.1 Stamp stock
SII specifies that before emitting an invoice, a vendor should have (at least) one stamp available.
The Stamp stock component, named Stock manipulates a stock of stamps for this purpose. It also
requests new stamps from SII and it manages replies to these requests. The Stock behaviour is
described by the automaton in Figure 7.
The stamps provided by SII for invoices are different from those for cancellations. Therefore,
they are managed by separated Stock processes as we have seen in the vendor synchronisation
network (Figure 6).
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[stock > 0]
stock
[0 ≤ x ≤ maxStock − stock]
?SII.getNewStamps(x)→ stock + x
stock : [0,maxStock]
!SII.reqNewStamps()→ stock
Stock(name,maxStock)
0
?Id.stamp()→ stock − 1
?SII.getNewStamps(x : int)
?Id.stamp()
!SII.reqNewStamps()
Figure 7: Stock process
Any process that requires a stamp should
request it from the Stock process, using the
?Id.stamp call. The Stock process will serve this
request only if the number of stamps in stock is
more than zero. In the automaton, the state has
a stock variable coding the number of stamps
available. When a stamp request is served, the
stock variable is decreased.
The request for new stamps to SII can be
done at any moment and its response is asyn-
chronous. The automaton must be ready to re-
ceive the response at any moment. In other
words, the request for new stamps is a non-
blocking request. Once the response arrives, a
transition to the state with a stamp stock equal to
the current stock plus the newly arrived stamps
(x in ?SII.getNewStamps(x)) is done. The con-
straint in the reception of new stamps (0 ≤ x ≤ maxStock− stock) avoids to have a response that can
exceed the capacity of the stock.
5.1.2 Id provider
According to the published specifications from SII, a unique and correlative number, named folio,
should be assigned to the new documents. Once assigned, a folio can not be reused at all. The
behaviour of the component in charge of this task, named Id, is shown in Figure 8. The id variable
in the figure represents our abstraction of the document’s folio.
The process Id provides an interface to processes requesting a unique id (?P[i].reqNewId())
which is restricted to serve up to pcrs processes (i : [1, pcrs]). Notice that the variable pcrs is local
in this process. In the vendor network (Figure 6) it takes the value pcrs to the Id process for invoices,
and the value maxIdInv to the Id process for cancellations.
The response to a request for ids is the action x!.giveNewId(id). As described in [DTE], for
every digital document, a “digital seal” should be generated using a stamp previously given by SII.
We do not specify the “digital seal” generation process, but we do express the fact that for every
new invoice a stamp is consumed. This is done by synchronising the !Stock.stamp() action with the
Stock process before giving the response.
The Id process, in contrast to the Stock process, can handle several request simultaneously. It
may also receive requests when there are no available stamps (could not synchronise !Stock.stamp()
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[!full(list)]?P [i].reqNewId()
→ put(queue, i)
id
!x.giveNewId(id)
→ id
[id < idMax]?U.doId(x)
→ (id + 1, x)
!Stock.stamp()→ queue
queue : newQueue(pcrs, [1,pcrs])
id : [0,maxId]
?U.doId(x)
id, x
U(pcrs,maxId)
Id(name,pcrs,maxId)
τ
!D.doId(x) → removeF irst(queue)
!Stock.stamp()
0
queue queue
D(maxId)
!x.giveNewId(id)
?P [i : [1, pcrs]].reqNewId()
[!empty(queue)]!D.doId(x = getF irst(queue))
newQueue(0, 0)
Figure 8: Id process
with the Stock process). In this case, the responses will be delayed until stamps become available,
and then will be served in the same order as the requests came in (FIFO).
In Figure 8, in the upper automaton U, the states are labelled by the variable queue which rep-
resents the possibles states of a FIFO queue (the state of a queue is defined by its contents and its
order). We have introduced six operators for queue manipulation:
• newQueue(x : int, s : finite set): generates all the possible states for a queue of size x that
accepts elements from the set s.
• full(q : queue): checks whether the queue q has reached its capacity.
• empty(q : queue): checks whether the queue q contains no elements.
• put(q : queue, e ∈ s): generates the state representing the current queue q with the element e
added at the end.
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• getFirst(q : queue): returns the first element in the queue q
• removeFirst(q : queue): generates the state representing the current queue q with its first
element removed.
The initial state is when the queue is empty (newQueue(0, 0)). As the automaton can handle
requests from several processes, the identification of the calling process is assigned to the variable i.
When a new id is requested, a transition to the state identified by the current queue, with i added at
the end, is made. As soon as a stamp becomes available, the automaton sends the message !D.doId(x)
(x is the first element in the queue) to the lower automaton and a transition to the state identified by
the current queue with the first element removed is made.
The lower automaton is a counter: every time the message ?U.doId(x) is received, a transition
to the state identified by the next id value and the process identification (x) is made. Finally the
response to the process requesting an id is made by the transition labelled !x.giveNewId(id), where
id is the new id value (the assigned id). This transition goes to the state equivalent to the initial state
but representing the last assigned id value.
Actually, under the assumption that the processes that request a new id will never make a second
request before getting a response to the first one, the queue length is equivalent to the number of
processes ([1, pcrs] for invoices and [1,maxIdInv] for cancellations, see Figure 6).
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5.1.3 Purchase lifetime
buyer buyer, id
buyer, idbuyer, id
buyer, id
buyer, id
buyer
!Buyer[buyer].send(id) ?Buyer[buyer].accept(id) ?Buyer[buyer].refuse(id)
?SII.ok(id)
!SII.send(id)
!CI[id].cancelSii()
?Id.giveNewId(id)→ buyer, id
?SII.ok(id)→ buyer, id
?Buyer[buyer].accept(id)
?Buyer[buyer].refuse(id)→ buyer, id
!Buyer[buyer].send(id)→ buyer, id
!CI[id].cancelSii()
?BV.emit(buyer)→ buyer
!Id.reqNewId()→ buyer
!SII.send(id)→ buyer, id
?BV.emit(buyer : buyerSet) PP(buyerSet)
?Id.giveNewId(id : int)
!Id.reqNewId()
Figure 9: Purchase lifetime process
The purchase process behaviour is described by the automaton in Figure 9. This process (PP)
takes care of the main actions during the cycle of a purchase. It is started by a request to emit a new
invoice to a specific buyer (?BV.emit(buyer)). Once started, it asks for a new id number (folio) to
assign to the invoice. Then the invoice is sent to SII and only once it has been received by SII, it
is sent to the buyer as described by the specifications [DTE]. If the buyer refuses the invoice, this
process activates the cancellation process for the id number and the cycle is restarted (requests new
id, sends invoice to SII and then to the buyer). If the buyer accepts the invoice, the process becomes
ready to process a new purchase.
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5.1.4 Firing purchases
p
→ (p + 1) mod pcrs
buyer : [buyerSet]
p : [1,pcrs]
BV(pcrs,buyerSet)
!PP [p].emit(buyer)
!PP [p].emit(buyer)
1
Figure 10: Base vendor process
Figure 10 shows the automaton (BV) in charge of
starting new purchase processes. A purchase process
is started when a commercial transaction, which re-
quests the emission of an invoice, is done. In an imple-
mentation, this action is fired by an interaction with a
user or an external system. The automaton reflects this
through a transition (!PP[p].emit(buyer)) to the state
labelled by the next available purchase process, or to
the initial state when the last one has been reached.
5.1.5 Cancellation of invoices
?P.cancelSii() !Id.reqNewId()
?P.CancelSii()
?SII.okCancellation()
?Id.giveNewId(cancelId)
!Id.reqNewId()
CI()
?Id.giveNewId(cancelId)
?SII.okCancellation()
!SII.sendCancellation()
!SII.sendCancellation()
Figure 11: Cancel of an invoice process
According to SII, every emitted invoice can po-
tentially be cancelled. For each possible emitted
invoice id, there is a process in charge of the can-
cellation task (CI process) shown in Figure 11.
In an implementation, this process will probably
be created dynamically. We express this by cre-
ating statically all the possible processes which
may possibly be fired in the life time of the sys-
tem (through an initial action that synchronises
with its context wherever it is the case). Once
started, the AI process requests an id for the can-
cellation document and sends it to SII.
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5.2 The SII system
?V : V endor[v].reqNewStamps()
!V [v].getNewStamps(x)
?V.reqNewStamps()
!V.getNewStamps(x : [0,maxInvStamps])
!V.ok(id)
!V [v].okCancellation(id)
!V.okCancellation(id)
!V [v].getNewCancelStamps(x)
?V.reqNewStamps()
!B.cancelled(id)
!V [v].ok(id)
!V.getNewStamps(x : [0,maxCancelStamps])
maxInvStamps)
GiveStampsv(‘invoices′′,
maxCancelStamps)
GiveStampsv(“cancellations′′,
!B.cancelled(v, id)
!B.in(v, id)
maxInvStamps,maxCancelStamps)
?V : V endor[v].send(id : int)?V : V endor[v].sendCancellation(id : int)
!B.notIn(id) !B.in(id)
!B.notIn(v, id)
SII(vendorSet,maxId,
?B.verify(id)
?B : Buyer.verify(v : V endor, id : int)
Receptionv(maxId)
?V : V endor[v].reqNewCancelStamps()
?V.send(id)?V.sendCancellation(id)
v : [vendorSet]
Figure 12: The SII system
Figure 12 shows the network that defines the behaviour of SII. It has two processes GiveStamps
to provide stamps when requested: one for invoice stamps and one for cancellation stamps. The
third process, Reception, is in charge of receiving the invoices and the possible cancellations. It
also returns the status of an invoice whenever some other process asks for it. Notice that the three
processes that form the SII network are parameterized by the variable v, which encodes the vendor
set of the system. When instantiated, each of the processes will be instantiated once for each vendor.
There are no synchronisations between processes concerning different vendors.
5.2.1 Documents reception and status checking
According to the specifications, SII provides on-line services to answer new stamps requests, to
receive documents (invoices and cancellations), and to verify the status of an invoice. The behaviour
of the SII process providing the last two services (Reception) is defined by the synchronisation
network shown in Figure 13. It is composed of three automata sets whose elements are related to
one specific document id (id). The top right automaton (Recp2) takes care of receiving an invoice,
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?B.verify() !B[id].notIn()
!B[id].in()
!B[id].cancelled()
?Recp1[id].okCancellation() ?Recp2[id].ok()
?Recp1.okCancellation()
?B[id].verify()
?B.verify()
?B.verify()
?V.sendCancellation(id)
!B.cancelled(id)
!B[id].cancelled()
!B.in(id)
!B[id].in()
!B.notIn(id)?B.verify(id)
!B[id].notIn()
?Recp2.ok()
!Recp3[id].okCancellation()
?Recp2.ok()
id : [1,maxId]
?V.sendCancellation()”
?V [id].sendCancellation()
Recp1id()
!Recp3[id].okCancellation()
?V.send(id)
!Recp3[id].ok()
Recp2id()
Reception(maxId)
!Recp3[id].ok()?V.send()
!V.ok(id)
Recp3id()
?V [id].send()
?Recp2[id].ok()
!V.okCancellation(id)
Figure 13: The reception and verification process
the top left automaton (Recp1) takes care of receiving a cancellation document (when relevant) and
the bottom automaton (Recp3) takes care of returning the status for an invoice.
The responses to an invoice status request for a given id (id) are or-exclusive: the invoice is
not present at SII (!B.notIn(id)), the invoice has been sent to SII (!B.in(id)), or the invoice has been
cancelled by the vendor(!B.cancelled(id)).
Figure 13 introduces the syntax to indicate a synchronisation between more than two actions. A
multiple synchronisation is represented by an ellipse with multiple arriving and/or outgoing edges
from/to the ports of the processes which actions must be done simultaneously. All three processes are
parameterized by id. In the reception ports, the id variable encodes the restriction that the receiving
call is effectively addressed to the corresponding process (must be a match between the identity and
the id in the call).
In Recp3, initially an invoice is considered as not received. Upon reception its status is changed
to present by a message sent by Recp2 (!Recp3[id].okIn()). If a cancellation document arrives for
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an invoice, its status is changed to cancelled by a message sent by Recp1
(!Recp3[id].okCancellation()). Notice that the reception of a cancellation document is only possible
after the reception of the invoice to be cancelled (only after the action ?Recp2.ok()).
5.2.2 Stamps provider
?V.reqNewStamps()
!V.getNewStamps(x)
?V.reqNewStamps()
GiveStamps(name,maxStamps)
!V.getNewStamps(x : [0,maxStamps])
Figure 14: The give stamps process
The process in charge of responding to requests for new
stamps (GiveStamps) is shown at Figure 14. Its structure
is simple: every time new stamps are requested, it answers
with a certain number of them. The number of stamps to
be given is non deterministic (encoded by x in Figure 14)
and ranges between zero and some upper bound.
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5.3 The Buyer system
The buyer automaton is shown in Figure 15. The buyer consists of one internal automaton set whose
elements are related with specific vendors and invoices ids (v, id).
?V.send() !V.accept()
!SII.verify()
?SII.notIn()
?SII.cancelled()?V.send()
!V.refuse()
?V.send() !V.accept()
?V : V endor[v].send(id) !V [v].accept(id)
?SII.in()
!V.refuse()
IntBuyerv,id
Buyer(vendorSet,
v = [vendorSet]
id = [1,maxId]
?SII.notIn() ?SII.in() ?SII.cancelled()
?SII.notIn(v, id) ?SII.cancelled(v, id)?SII.in(v, id)
maxId)
!SII.verify()
?SII.cancelled()
!SII.verify()
!V.refuse()
?SII.in()
?SII.notIn()
!SII.verify(v, id)
!V [v].refuse(id)
Figure 15: The Buyer system
The internal automaton in the figure represents the expected behaviour of a buyer (for an spe-
cific vendor and invoice id). Upon reception of an invoice (?V[v].send(id)), the buyer will accept
(!V[v].accept(id)) or refuse it (!V[v].refuse(id)). Some reasons to refuse an invoice are: the buyer
is not the correct addressee, the commercial transaction has never been realized or the buyer has
already received an invoice with the same id from the same vendor. We do not express the reasons
to refuse (except in the latter case), but only the fact that the invoice has been refused. If refused, the
buyer automaton returns to the initial state (ready to receive another invoice with the same id from
the vendor). If accepted, the automaton proceeds to check the status of the invoice with SII. Upon
the answer to the status request, the automaton makes a transition to a state where any new reception
of the same invoice id and vendor will always be refused.
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5.4 The Global System
The global behaviour of the electronic invoices system is obtained by integrating the vendors, the
buyers and the SII as shown in Figure 16.
Vendorv(
idMaxInv, idMaxCancel,
maxStockInv,maxStockCancel,
pchPrcs,buyerSet)
!B[b].send(id) ?B[b].accept(id)
?V [v].send(id) !V [v].accept(id)
!V [v].refuse(id)
Buyerb(vendorSet, idMaxInv)
?B[b].refuse(b, id)
!V [v].okCancellation(id)
?V [v].sendCancellation(id)
!V [v].ok(id)
?V [v].send(id)
?V [v].reqNewStamps()
!B.cancelled(v, id)
?B.verify(v, id)
!B.in(v, id)
!B.notIn(v, id)
SII(vendors, idMaxInv,maxStockInv,
maxStockAnnul)
?V [v].reqNewCancelStamps()
!V [v].getNewStamps(x : [0,maxStockInv])
v : [vendorSet]
b : [buyerSet]
Global(vendorSet,buyerSet,
idMaxInv, idMaxCancel,maxStockInv
maxStockCancel,pchPrs)
?SII.getNewCancelStamps(x)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
?SII.getNewStamps(x)
?SII.ok(id)
!V [v].getNewCancelStamps(x : [0,maxStockAnnul])
?SII.in(v, id)
?SII.cancelled(v, id)
!SII.send(id : [1, idMaxInv])
!SII.reqNewCancelStamps()
!SII.verify(v, id)
?SII.notIn(v, id)
reqNewStamps(v)
getNewStamps(v, x)
sendSii(v, id)
okSii(v, id)
refuseBuyer(v, b, id)
reqNewCancelStamps(v)
getNewCancelStamps(v, x)
sendBuyer(v, b, id)
acceptBuyer(v, b, id)
notIn(b, v, id)
in(b, v, id)
cancelled(b, v, id)
verify(b, v, id)
!SII.sendCancellation(id)
?SII.okCancellation(id)
sendCancellation(v, id)
okCancellation(v, id)
Figure 16: The Global system
There is an arbitrary number of vendors, buyers and a single SII. The synchronisation links are
labelled in order to make their contents visible. Those links reflect the possible communications
between the processes such as: requesting new stamps (reqNewStamps(v)), sending an invoice to SII
(sendSii(v, id)), refusing an invoice by a Buyer (refuseBuyer(v, b, id)), getting the status of an invoice
(in(b, v, id), notIn(b, v, id) or cancelled(b, v, id)).
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In order to generate instantiations from the model, we have to define the value of the following
variables:
• the maximal number of invoices id (idMaxInv)
• the maximal number of cancellations id (idMaxCancel)
• the capacity of the stamps stock for invoices (maxS tockInv)
• the capacity of the stamps stock for cancellations (maxS tockCancel)
• the maximal number of purchase processes for a vendor (pchPrcs)
• the set of vendors (vendorS et)
• the set of buyers (buyerS et)
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6 Running proofs
In section 2.2 we have presented several examples of properties of interest for this system, they are:
1. A taxpayer could not emit invoices if it has not received stamps from SII. More specifically, a
taxpayer can emit as many invoices as the quantity of stamps received from SII.
2. SII gives the right answers to the invoice status request: not present when it has not been sent
to SII, present when it has been sent and cancelled when it has been cancelled by the vendor.
3. Every invoice refused by a buyer must be cancelled by the emitter.
4. An invoice id (folio), can be used only once. There will not be two invoices of the same type
and taxpayer whose ids are the same.
5. It is not possible to cancel an invoice which has not been emitted before.
6. Every invoice sent to a buyer, should be sent to SII first.
7. Every emitted invoice ends to be accepted by the buyer, or to be cancelled in SII.
The verification tools we use work over finite LTSs. To use them in the invoices system, we
instantiate the processes and networks and we generate the synchronisation product (global LTS) of
those instantiations. Rather than generating directly the global LTS, we benefit from the composi-
tional structure of the system. We shall go deeply on this subject in section 7.
The verification was done over the global synchronisation product of the instantiated processes
and networks which form the system. The instantiation is made with the variable domains described
below.
6.1 Data domains
A finite instantiation of a parameterized model is an abstraction in the sense of [CR94]. Such an ab-
straction will preserve a given formula if it has enough abstract values in the (finite) abstract domain
of each parameter in the formula, specifically one for each distinguished value of the parameter in
the formula, plus an extra value representing the rest of the concrete domain.
We observe that all the properties listed in section 2.2 involve at most one buyer and/or one
vendor. This does not mean that the property should be valid for only one specific vendor/buyer in
the set of all the possible vendors/buyers, but for every possible combination of vendors and buyers
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as individual entities. Therefore, to verify the properties, it is sufficient to instantiate the system with
two vendors and two buyers. In both cases, one encodes every vendor/buyer as an individual entity,
and the second encodes the remaining vendors/buyers.
To have many invoices, as Property 1 states, we instantiate the maximal number of invoices to
three (invoice id ∈ [1, 3]): two encode two particular invoices and the third encodes the rest of them.
The stamps for invoices in the model are unbounded, only the stamp’s stock capacity needs to be
bounded to get an instantiation. With a minimal stock capacity of 1 and providing SII gives infinitely
often authorisation stamps, the system can work. However, we choose to set its capacity to 3 (the
vendor can get as much as 3 stamps from SII at once) to have the scenario, between others, in which
the vendor spends all the ids it received from a single request.
Since all the invoices can be potentially cancelled, we need at least the same quantity of cancel-
lation ids as the quantity of invoices, therefore we instantiate the maximum number of cancellations
to three.. Following the same reasoning than the stamps for invoices, we also set the capacity of the
cancellation stamp stock to 3.
Finally, we instantiate the purchase processes that a vendor can manipulate simultaneously to
two: one encoding the individual process we are interested in and the other encoding all the remain-
ing processes that may be running during the life’s cycle of the system.
Summarising, to verify our 7 properties we instantiate the system with the variables values shown
in Table 6.1:
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3 3 3 3 2 {Vendor1,Vendor2} {Buyer1, Buyer2}
Table 1: Instantiation of data domains
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6.2 Verifying properties
For each property we show its formalisation and verification result for the instantiation to the variable
domains described above. Since we have defined in the variable domains a representative, as an
individual element, for each possible value of the variable; a property valid for this representative is
valid for all the possible values of the variable.
Reachability properties are expressed as abstraction automata (see section 4.0.1) and the others
as ACTL formulas (see section 4.0.2).
6.2.1 A taxpayer could not emit invoices if it has not received stamps from SII. More specif-
ically, a taxpayer can emit as many invoices as the quantity of stamps received from
SII
Figure 17 shows the abstraction automaton that encodes this property. The automaton expresses both
conditions in the statement of the property: The taxpayer (vendor) can not emit invoices if it has not
received stamps (a safety property) and once it has received stamps, the taxpayer can emit as many
invoices as the quantity of stamps received.
The state labelled OK1 is reached when the vendor has received one stamp and emitted one
invoice. It is analogous for the states labelled OK2 and OK3 for two and three received stamps
and emitted invoices respectively. The state labelled Wrong is reached when the vendor has emitted
more invoices than the number of stamps it possesses (a non-desired behaviour). The otherwise
action in Figure 17 allows any other action different from the actions in the outgoing edges of the
same state.
As explained in section 4, from the original system and the abstraction automaton, FC2tools
builds an abstract (product) LTS, whose actions are the labels of the accepting states of the abstrac-
tion automaton encoding the property.
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getNewStamps(V endor, 1)
getNewStamps(V endor, 1)
getNewStamps(V endor, 2)
getNewStamps(V endor, 3)
getNewStamps(V endor, 1) getNewStamps(V endor, 1)
otherwiseotherwiseotherwiseotherwise
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
getNewStamps(V endor, 1) getNewStamps(V endor, 1)
getNewStamps(V endor, 2)
otherwise otherwise otherwise
otherwiseotherwise
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
OK2
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
otherwise
OK3
OK1
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
sendSii(V endor1, 1) + sendSii(V endor1, 2) + sendSii(V endor1, 3)
Wrong
Figure 17: Abstraction automaton encoding Property 1
OK2
OK3
OK1
OK1
OK1
OK2
Figure 18: Verification Result
of Property 1
Figure 18 shows the abstract automaton (reduced by weak
bisimulation) resulting from verifying the property. In the automa-
ton the actions OK1, OK2 and OK3 are reachable from the initial
state, which means that the states labelled accordingly in the ab-
straction automaton (Figure 17) are reachable from the initial state
in the concrete system. Since the resulting abstract automaton does
not have any action labelled Wrong, we conclude that the state la-
belled Wrong in the abstraction automaton is not reachable. Thus,
the property holds in the system.
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OK2
otherwise
OK3
OK1
Wrong
otherwise
okSii(V endor1, 1)
otherwise
okCancellation(V endor1, 1)
notIn(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)+
in(Buyer1, V endor1, 1) + cancelled(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)
notIn(Buyer1, V endor1, 1) + cancelled(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)+
in(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)+
cancelled(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)+
in(Buyer1, V endor1, 1) + notIn(Buyer1, V endor1, 1)+
Figure 19: Abstraction automaton encoding Property 2
6.2.2 SII gives the right answers to the invoice status request, i.e.: not present when it has not
been sent to SII, present when it has been sent and cancelled when it has been cancelled
by the vendor
The abstraction automaton encoding this property is shown in Figure 19. The automaton not only
expresses that the responses are right (otherwise the state Wrong is reached) but also that they are
possibles (the states OK1, OK2 and OK3 are reachable).
OK2
OK1 OK3 Wrong
Figure 20: Property 2 verification result
Figure 20 shows the abstract automaton (reduced by
weak bisimulation) resulting from verifying the property
using the tools.
We observe in Figure 20 a transition labelled as
Wrong. However, notice that this Wrong action is not
leaving from the initial state.
The property we are checking here, as well as all the
other properties listed in this section, express conditions
that should be valid in the initial state of the system (but are not invariants, valid in all states).
Following the reasoning introduced in section 4.0.1, we conclude that the property holds.
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6.2.3 Every invoice refused by a buyer must be cancelled by the emitter
This is an inevitability property, i.e. it not only specifies something that can or can not happen, but
something that must happen in a finite time.
The property requests an obligation under a certain condition, it can be reformulated as: if an
invoice is refused by the buyer (the receptor), the invoice must be cancelled by the vendor (the
emitter)
As we said before, we can not express this kind of property using an abstraction automaton. In
these cases we use temporal logic formulas to express the property, and we use the model checker
Evaluator [GLM02] to verify their satisfiability.
This property is expressed using action-based ACTL by Formulae 1
AG(re f useBuyer(Vendor1, Buyer1, 1)⇒ AF sendCancellation(Vendor1, 1)) (1)
Formulae 1 was successfully proved to be true in the system. Note that this not only shows that
the vendor subsystem correctly reacts when it receives a cancellation, but also that the composition
of the global system effectively let this behaviour happen (no deadlock in the protocols).
6.2.4 An invoice id (folio), can be used only once. There will not be two invoices with the same
type and and the same taxpayer whose ids are the same
Figure 21 shows the automaton encoding this property. It expresses the safety property: an invoice
id can not be used twice, but also the reachability property: an invoice id can be used once.
otherwise
sendSii(V endor1, 1)
otherwise
sendSii(V endor1, 1)
OK Wrong
Figure 21: Abstraction automaton encoding Property 4
OK
Figure 22: Property
4 verification result
Figure 22 shows the result of the verification process, from which we conclude that the property
holds in the system.
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6.2.5 It is not possible to cancel an invoice which has not been emitted
Figure 23 shows the automaton encoding this property. In addition to the safety property: It is not
possible to cancel an invoice which has not been emitted, it also expresses the reachability property:
once emitted, an invoice can be cancelled.
sendSii(V endor1, 1)
OKWrong
otherwiseotherwise
sendCancellation(V endor1, 1)
sendCancellation(V endor1, 1)
Figure 23: Abstraction automaton encoding
Property 5
OK
Figure 24: Property
5 verification result
Figure 24 shows the result of the verification process, from which we conclude that the property
holds in the system.
6.2.6 Every invoice sent to a buyer, should be sent to SII at first
This property can be reformulated as: there can not be invoices sent to a Buyer which have not been
sent before to the SII before.
Figure 25 shows the automaton encoding this property. It expresses the safety property: there
can not be invoices sent to a Buyer which have not been sent before to the SII, and the reachability
property: once sent to SII, an invoice can be sent to the Buyer.
Figure 26 shows the result of the verification process, from which we conclude that the property
holds in the system.
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Wrong OK
okSii(V endor1, 1)
otherwise otherwise
sendBuyer(V endor1, Buyer1, 1) sendBuyer(V endor1, Buyer1, 1)
Figure 25: Abstraction automaton encoding Property 6
OK
Figure 26: Property
6 verification result
6.2.7 Every emitted invoice ends to be accepted by the buyer, or to be cancelled in SII
As in section 6.2.3, this property is an inevitability property, i.e. something that must happen in all
possible paths. We express it by Formula 2.
AG(sendSii(Vendor1,Buyer1, 1)⇒
AF(okCancellation(Vendor1,Buyer1) ∨ acceptBuyer(Vendor1,Buyer1, 1)). (2)
Formula 2 was successfully proved to be true in the system.
6.3 Time-line: How do the proofs improve the model ?
The model presented in section 5, is an improvement of our initial model, based upon the verification
of the properties described above. In this subsection we introduce an overview of this improving
process from the lessons learned while verifying the property 2 (described in 6.2.2).
Property 2: SII gives the right answers to the invoice status request, i.e.: not present when it has
not been sent to SII, present when it has been sent and cancelled when it has been cancelled by the
vendor.
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6.3.1 Adjusting the Buyer model
In the initial model, the buyer behaviour was described by the process in Figure 27.
?V.send() !V.accept()
!V.refuse()
!SII.verify()
?SII.notIn()
?SII.cancelled()?V.send()
!V.refuse()
?V.send() !V.accept()
?V : V endor[v].send(id) !V [v].accept(id)
?SII.in()
!V.refuse()
IntBuyerv,id
Buyer(vendorSet,
v = [vendorSet]
id = [1,maxId]
?SII.notIn() ?SII.in() ?SII.cancelled()
?SII.notIn(v, id) ?SII.cancelled(v, id)?SII.in(v, id)
maxId)
!SII.verify()
!SII.verify(v, id)
!V [v].refuse(id)
Figure 27: The Buyer system
In comparison with Figure 15, in Figure 27 the behaviour of asking for the invoice status at the
initial state (!S II.veri f y()) is missing.
OK2
Figure 28: Property check result
The abstract automaton resulting from verifying the
property in the initial model is shown in Figure 28. We
can conclude from Figure 28, that the state labelled as
OK1 and OK3 (Figure 19) were not reachable, but only
the state labelled as OK2. This unreachability situation
was not a direct lack in the model, and also it was not a
non-desired behaviour. The responses from SII to a request for invoice status are only fired after
someone (in our case a buyer) has requested for it via the action verify(b, v, id) (Figure 16).
In the initial model, the only moment the action verify(b, v, id) was made, was after the in-
voice was accepted by the buyer (Figure 27). The expected correct response to this request at that
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moment was in(b, v, id), and in fact, it was the only reachable action as proved by the abstract au-
tomaton in Figure 28. However, besides that case, no one was requesting the invoice status (action
verify(b, v, id)), and this is the reason why the other possible responses never occurred (notIn(b, v, id)
and cancelled(b, v, id)).
The other responses are in the system, because SII can not directly control the correct behaviours
of Vendors, so this verification step is a guaranty to the Buyer about the validity of the received
invoices.
To fire the other possibles responses (and so, to verify that they are correct), we had to match
a request for invoice status in a moment when the invoice was not received yet or it was already
cancelled.
There were two options to produce this match in the model: by introducing a wrong behaviour
Vendor (a Vendor sending invoices to Buyers before sending them to SII, and sending invoices to
Buyers after cancelling them); or by adding a behaviour to the Buyer, so that it would ask for the
invoice status even when it had not received it. For simplicity we have chosen the second option,
since it required fewer modifications in the model. The result of applying this modification is part of
the final model, as shown in Figure 15.
6.3.2 Adjusting the Reception process in the SII model
Once we corrected the Buyer model as described above, we verified Property 2 again. The abstract
automaton resulting from this verification is shown in Figure 29. In Figure 29 there are Wrong
actions coming out of the initial state, which means that there was a non-desired behaviour in the
original system, i.e. SII was giving wrong answers to the invoice status requests.
OK2
OK1 Wrong
OK3
OK2
OK2
Wrong
OK2
OK2
Wrong Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
OK3
OK2
Wrong
Figure 29: Property check result
After reviewing the model, we realized that the SII
was accepting a cancellation before receiving the corre-
sponding invoice (the invoice to be cancelled by the can-
cellation). This was a fallacy in the original Reception
process in the SII model, which is shown in Figure 30.
To construct the final model (Figure 13), we
have removed from Figure 30 the intermediary actions
okCancelled() and okIn(). Those actions were used to fire
changes in the lower automaton, which gives the answers
to invoice status requests. Instead of using these interme-
diary actions, we used the synchronisation between more
than three actions (introduced in 5.2.1) to fire the changes
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in the lower automaton. Finally, we have added to the
Recp1 automaton the action encoding the reception of the invoice, before receiving the cancellation.
?B.verify() !B.notIn()
?Recp2.okIn()
!B.in()
!B.cancelled()
?V.sendCancellation()”
!V.ok()
!Recp3.okAnnulated()
?Recp1.okCancelled() ?Recp2.okIn()
!V.okAnul()
!Recp3.okIn()
Recp2id
?Recp1.okCancelled()
!V.ok(id)
?V.send()
?V.send(id)
?V.send() !V.ok()
?B.verify()
?B.verify()
?B.verify()
Reception(maxId)
Recp1id()
!Recp3.okIn()
?V.sendCancellation(id)
Recp3[1,maxId]
!B.cancelled(id)
!B.cancelled()
!B.in(id)
!B.in()
!B.notIn(id)?B.verify(id)
!B.notIn()
id : [1,maxId]
okIn()okCancelled()
!Recp3.okCancelled()
!V.okCancellation()
!V.okCancellation(id)
Figure 30: The reception and verification process
After correcting the Reception process, we verified Property 2 again as described in 6.2.2. This
time the property was successfully verified.
Note that property 5, verified in 6.2.5, aims to avoid explicitly the non-desired behaviour de-
scribed here. This is not a property explicitly mentioned in the informal requirements, but we have
added it to the properties list after our experience in correcting the Reception process, in order to
have a more reliable system description.
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7 Building finite automata
As explained in section 4, the verification tools we use can only work over finite systems. To use
them we instantiate the processes and networks that form the system and we generate the synchro-
nisation product (global LTS) for those instantiations.
We have developed a tool that automatically generates a finite automaton (LTS) and/or synchro-
nisation network from a pLTS or from a pNet given the instantiation of the variable domains. The
user gives these domains for the unbounded variables. In both cases (parameterized and instantiated),
the automata and networks are described in files in FC2 format [ARBR94].
7.1 Generating the global synchronisation product by brute force
Once the system is instantiated, we should avoid to generate directly the global LTS by brute force,
i.e. without any pre-processing before calculating the global synchronisation product. This would
lead us directly to the well-know state explosion problem. Some techniques that we exploit are the
following: compositional hierarchy, parameterized representation and per-formula basis are shown
during this chapter to limit the state explosion.
Nevertheless, we have produced small instantiations of the system by brute force. The idea is
to have experiments showing how the variable domains affect the system size, to make an initial
analysis, and to compare these results later with various techniques. The results of this brute force
instantiations are shown in Table 2
An analysis of the values in Table 2 allows us to verify some aspects of the specification and
potentially discover errors in it. In fact, there are some suspicious values observed in the instantia-
tions 1 and 3: as we can observe, they share the same states/transitions numbers even when they are
instantiated by different variable domains for the cancellation ids. However, as we explain in section
5, for each emitted invoice id, there is a process, and only one, in charge of the potential cancellation
of it. Since this process, named CI, is the only one that requests ids for cancellation documents, and
because this process is instantiated only once (invoices id = 1), there will be only one request for
each cancellation id (independent of the number of cancellation ids available) and so the first and
third instantiations are equivalent. Following the same reasoning, it is natural to observe different
values for the instantiation number 9.
We also see in Table 2 how the variables impact the size of the instantiated processes. For
example, the number of purchase processes strongly affect the size of the Vendor process (and so
the global product), which is expected since it defines concurrent processes; but it does not affect at
all the other process sizes since the purchase processes parameter is only relative to the Vendor. We
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Table 2: Brute force instantiations
also observe that the number of Vendors is the parameter that affects the most the size of the global
system.
Note, that up to this point of the discussion, the tool to instantiate parameterized systems can
be useful as an early debugging tool. The unknown values are due to memory constraints in the
production machine, that did not enable us to generate the brute force product.
7.2 Structural actions hiding
When verifying properties, usually we do not need to observe all the events in the system. At each
synchronisation product, we can hide the actions that are not involved in a specific property and
which are not required to synchronise at upper levels of the system. This technique, in conjunction
with minimisation, gives promising results.
We propose, on a per-property basis, to hide all the actions that are not explicitly in the property
we want to prove.
For instance, let us recall Property 1: A taxpayer could not emit invoices if it has not received
stamps from SII. More specifically, a taxpayer can emit as many invoices as the quantity of stamps
received from SII. This property is shown formalised as an abstraction automaton in Figure 17.
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When minimising a system with hidden actions, the more actions you hide, the stronger reduc-
tions you obtain. For a given domain of variables, we can know how many links will exist in between
two agents when instantiated.
For instance, Figure 17 in page 33 has two groups of explicit actions: getNewS tamps(v, id),
with v = {Vendor1} and id = {1, 2, 3}; and sendS ii(v, id), with v = {Vendor1} and id = {1, 2, 3}. The
idea is to hide any other action that is not concerned by the property in the system. To hide the other
action means to consider any other action as the non-observable action τ (see e.g. figure 31).
Together with hiding, we successively generate the synchronisation product and we minimise it
using bisimulation equivalence. We make this product by incrementally choosing at each level the
pair of processes that share the most actions to be synchronised.
For a given domain of variables, we can know how many links will exist in between two agents
when instantiated. For instance in the Vendor the communication !PP[Pn].giveNewId(id) from the
Id process to the PP process will be instantiated to a number of domain(id)× domain(p) communi-
cation links. Given the domain of variables, we propose to synchronise first, at each level, the pair of
processes whose synchronisation product will have more hidden actions (i.e. there is no other pair
where we can hide more communications than in this one).
Figure 31 graphically shows the composition using this technique for the Vendor and for the
variable domains in Table 3. The result of minimisation is shown in the same table.
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Table 3: Vendor minimisation with structural hiding
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τ
τ Sub5
Sub4
τ
Vendor
τ ?SII.getNewStamps(x)
Sub3
τ
!Id.reqNewId()
!AI[id].cancelSii()
?SII.ok(id)
!SII.send(id)
τ
Sub1
!SII.send(id)
Stock(“invoices”... )
?Id.stamp()
!SII.reqNewStamps()
τ
!PP [Pn].emit(b)
BV
!Stock.stamp()
Id(“invoices”...)
τ
τ
τ
?BV.emit(b)?Id.giveNewId(id)
τ
?Buyer[b].refuse(id)
!Buyer[b].send(id)
τ τ
τ
Sub2
PPPn
?PP [Pn].cancelSii() τ
!Stock.stamp()Id(“cancellations”...)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
Stock(“cancellations”...)
?Id.stamp
τ
?SII.getNewStamps(x)
τ
?PP [Pn].reqNewId() !PP [Pn].giveNewId(id)
?Id.giveNewId(cancelId)
!SII.sentCancellation()
!CI[id].giveNewId(cancelId) ?CI[id].reqNewId()
?SII.getNewStamps(x)
!Id.reqNewId()
CIid
?SII.okCancellation()
?Buyer[b].accept(id)
Figure 31: Vendor with structural hiding
Note that the synchronisation product order depends on the variable domains. A different vari-
able domain, such as in Table 2, will require a different order. We observe that this method enables
us to scale up in the size of variable domains, compared to brute force instantiations (Table 2).
7.3 Grouping by variables
The technique of structural actions hiding, described above, looks very promising when applied to
the Vendor, as shown by the results in Table 3. If we try to apply the same reasoning to the global
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system as a whole, the first synchronisation product that we should make is the one shown in Figure
32.
τ
τ τ τ
?V.sendCancellation(id)”
!V.ok(id)Receptionv
!V.okCancellation(id) ?V.send(id)
!V [v].refuse(id)
?V [v].send(id)
!V [v].accept(id)
!SII.verify(v, id) ?SII.notIn(v, id) ?SII.in(v, id)
Buyerb
?SII.cancelled(v, id)
?V [v].sendCancellation(id)”
!V [v].okCancellation(id)
!V [v].refuse(b, id)
?V [v].send(b, id)
!V [v].accept(b, id)
!V [v].ok(id)?V [v].send(id)
Sub1
?B.verify(id) !B.notIn(id) !B.in(id) !B.cancelled(id)
Figure 32: First composition for the global system
However, for any of the variable domains in Table 3, we run out of memory when generating the
synchronisation product in Figure 32.
We propose a new method that benefits from the parameterized structure of the system. The
idea is to group processes that share a common parameter. For instance, in Figure 13 is shown the
structure of the Reception process. It is defined by a pNet that synchronises three processes (Recp1,
Recp2 and Recp3), each one parameterized by id. However, when instantiated, those synchronisa-
tions are made only between the three processes with the same value of id. So an instantiation of the
Reception process is the interleaving of the synchronisation product of the three processes for each
value of id in the instantiation. Therefore, for any instantiation we have the following equivalence:
Recp1id|Recp2id|Recp3id = (Recp1|Recp2|Recp3)id
Thus we apply hiding and minimisation to (Recp1|Recp2|Recp3) before instantiating the id pa-
rameter. Naming the synchronisation product Recp1|Recp2|Recp3 as S impleReception, and follow-
ing the same reasoning, we can conclude the following strong equivalence:
S ystem ∼ (
(IntBuyerb|S impleReception|CI)id
|PPPn|BaseVendor|Id(invoices)|S tock(cancellations)
|GiveS tamps(cancellations)|Id(cancellations)|S tock(invoices)|GiveS tamps(invoices)
)v
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7.4 Mixing methods
Remember the property we are using to show our approach to generate the global LTS limiting
as much as possible the state explosion problem: A taxpayer could not emit invoices if it has not
received stamps from SII. More specifically, a taxpayer can emit as many invoices as the quantity of
stamps received from SII.
Applying first a grouping by variables and then the structural actions hiding (for this property
and the variable domains in Table 4), the global system is arranged as in Figure 33. The sizes of the
intermediary synchronisation product and the global LTS, are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Global system grouped by variables and structural hiding
This combination of techniques has enabled us to scale up to a variable domains size that we
could not handle before due to the state explosion problem. All the verification of properties, de-
scribed in section 6, were done in the global LTS generated using this methodology.
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?Id.giveNewId(anulId)
?SII.okCancellation()
?SII.notIn() ?SII.in()!SII.verify()
IntBuyerb
?V.send() !V.accept() !V.refuse()
!V.ok() ?V.send()?V.sendCancellation()”
!V.okCancellation() SimpleReception
?sentSii
Sub1
Sub2id
!Id.reqNewId() ?Id.giveNewId(id)
!CI[id].cancelSii()
PPp
!Buyer[b].send(id)
!SII.send(id)
?SII.ok(id)
?BV.emit(b)
Sub3
τ
Sub4
Stock(“cancellations”...)
?Id.stamp()
Sub6
sendSii(id)
Sub9
getNewStamps(x)
Sub10v
sendSii(v, id)
sendSii(id)
Global getNewStamps(v, x)
Sub8
?SII.getNewStamps(x)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
GiveStamps(“cancellations”...)
!V.getNewStamps(x)
?V.reqNewStamps()
!Stock.stamp() ?CI[id].reqNewId()
Sub7Id(“cancellations”...)
!CI[id].giveNewId(idCancel)
!Id.reqNewId()
CI
?PP [p].cancelSii()
?SII.cancelled()
!emit(buyer, p)
BaseVendor
Sub5
!PP [p].giveNewId(id) ?PP [p].reqNewId()
!Stock.stamp()
Id(“invoices”...)
?Id.stamp() ?SII.getNewStamps(x)
!SII.reqNewStamps()
Stock(“invoices...”) GiveStamps(“invoices”...)
!V.getNewStamps(x)
?V.reqNewStamps()
?B.verify() !B.in()!B.notIn() !B.cancelled()
!SII.sendCancellation()
?Buyer[b]accept(id)
?Buyer[b].refuse(id)
Figure 33: Global system results when grouping by variables and using structural hiding
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8 Related Work
8.0.1 Case study
A similar case study is done by Tronel and all in [TLG03] for the SA deployment protocol.
SA is a platform for embedded systems, written in Java, to configure, deploy, and reconfigure
distributed software. In [TLG03] they make a fully automatic verification for a U (Uninterrupt-
ible Power Supply) management system for large scale sites, deployed in SA. As us, they
model the system as networks of communicating LTSs, which exchange messages by rendez-vous
communications. In contrast with us, they start from a formal description of the system thanks to the
infrastructure of SA, which describes its configuration in XML. We use a graphical approach
to formalise the system from the informal description, and we translate the informal requirements to
formal properties to be checked. In [TLG03] they have chosen to make an automatic translator from
the XML description to LOTOS [ISO98]; the proofs are done by reachability analysis of ERROR
states, which are defined into those XML descriptions.
The main advantages of [TLG03] are: they use a fully automatic approach, and they directly use
the tools from CADP which already includes hiding mechanisms and the use of interfaces constraints
[CK96]. They also use parameters but included in the translation to LOTOS and not directly in the
formal models as we do. This does not allow them to profit from the parameterized structure of the
system to get better minimisations. They determine the variables domains by static analysis. Similar
to us, they make finite instantiations for different parameters domains, and they use this instantiation
capacity to do debugging and analysis. They find the minimal required instantiations to check the
properties by empirical analysis.
Finally, even when we use the same theories and methods to check properties, our aims are
different. In [TLG03] they have developed a fully automatic verification methodology specific to
SA, targeted to this specific higher level design language rather than the an implementation
language. For us, our study case was analysed with the aim to address any kind of distributed appli-
cation with asynchronous communications, and also to include the verification of implementations.
As we said before, our models are suitable also as models generated from source code.
8.0.2 Specification languages
There is a large literature about languages to formally describe concurrent and/or distributed systems
at different levels of abstraction. Two of them that could be well suitable to our aims are: NTIF
[GL02] and P [Hol03].
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NTIF is designed to become an intermediate language for E-L and suitable for efficient
model checking and theorem proving. Similar to us, NTIF defines LTS where the transitions en-
codes communication events. It supports data exchange in the communications and guarded actions
(including conditions on input values) as we do. The main difference with our language is that NTIF
is designed to describe sequential processes whereas we do so for asynchronous concurrent commu-
nicating processes. For process composition, NTIF requires other tools and formalisms, even when
each particular process could be defined in NTIF. Because it has not process composition opera-
tors, it does not have hierarchical composition as our synchronisation networks, so it can not profit
from modular composition and minimisation; and it does not have a graphical approach to describe
systems as we do.
P [Hol03] is a language designed to describe distributed system. Its way to formalise
properties for model checking (Buchi acceptance automata) and its checking results are difficult
to master. It does not have process hierarchy, so it can not benefit from modular composition and
minimisation. They support simple type parameters as well as guards in the communications actions,
but they do not support parameterized processes (set of processes). Even when its models can be
graphically visualised, they do not have a graphical approach to describe the systems as we do. One
advantages of P over our model is that it supports dynamic creation of processes (though it
treats it, as we do, in a bounded and static way within the Spin model-checker).
As we said, the literature of languages is too rich and to analyse every one of them is outside the
scope of this report.
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9 Conclusion and Perspectives
We have introduced a method and a formalism to formally describe distributed systems and verify
their properties, and we have validated our approach through a case study of a real system, the
Chilean electronic invoices. We argue that this method is suitable to a developer, not necessarily
with expertise in formal methods, by following the methodology used on this case study.
We focus in the behaviour properties. Other analysis such as the data flow or data security
requires other specialised analysis and/or tools. The contributions of our work relies in the following
points:
• We have defined a language to describe in a natural manner the behaviour of distributed sys-
tems (with parameters) via network of processes. This language is a combination and an
extension of works from [Arn94] and [Lin96]. We have introduced as well a graphical syntax
to describe those networks.
• Using this graphical syntax, we have shown how to model the Chilean electronic invoices
system from its informal specifications. The system is fully described using 11 pLTS that syn-
chronise in 7 pNets through 4 levels of hierarchy. In total, the model contains 27 parameterized
synchronisations.
• We have developed a tool to obtain finite non-parameterized systems from our language given
the variable domains.
• Once instantiated, we generate the LTS describing the whole system behaviour by incremental
synchronisation of processes. We group by parameters and we use hiding with minimisation at
each level of synchronisation to limit as much as possible the state explosion problem. Before,
we were limited to generate a global LTS with around 5, 6 × 105 states (see Table 2), using
this methodology, we were able to produce a global LTS equivalent to one having around
1, 2 × 1012 states if generated by brute force to the variable values in Table 6.1.
• Finally, we have shown how to verify the properties of the system, using our instantiation tool
and classical finite-state model-checking tools.
Additionally, the instantiation tool is a good tool (for a small instantiation), for comparing differ-
ent instantiations, instantiating based on per-formula criteria and searching for better minimisations.
Especially this debugging capacity provides early detection of errors or backtrack analysis.
Finally, our parameterized models achieve three different roles: they describe in a natural and fi-
nite manner infinite systems (when considering unbounded variable domains), they describe a family
of systems (when considering various variable domains) and they describe in a compact way large
systems (when considering large variable domains)
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9.1 Perspectives
In the medium term, we plan to integrate our parameterized models to OPEN/CAESAR [GLM02]
to do “on-the-fly” model checking. Then, the instantiations and synchronisations product will be
generated as needed by the verification tool; and for some reachability properties, the generation of
the whole state space will not be necessary.
Once the specification is validated we want to use it to check the correctness of implementations.
This check requires a refinement pre-order, that allows the implementation to make some choices
amongst the possibilities left by the specification. This is a work we plan to do in a tool that will
benefit from the compositional structure of our models. It includes the generation of a parameter-
ized model from the source code. We do generate models for systems implemented in ProActive
[CKV98], this generation is described in [MBB04].
The final goal of our team is to develop a full set of methods and tools for the description, analysis
and verification of distributed systems. These methods and tools should be as much automatic
as possible and naturally usable by non-specialist (for instance designer engineers). They should
include not only a methodology to describe a system and verify the specifications, but also to verify
the correctness of implementations.
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